
Present Continuous

Name: Date: __/__/20__

____________________ to your club to dinner?1. (you/go out/?)Are you going out

When you _________________, it can up and kill you.2. (not/look)aren't looking

He ____________ his arms at us.3. (wave)'s waving

_______________________ about, man!4. (what/you/talk/?)What are you talking

But we _______________ on hot embers.5. (tread)are treading

I _______________ back on it, though.6. (not/go)'m not going

Anger _____________ the better of me.7. (get)is getting

Besides, my game this time __________________, but hiding and then
running; and I am specially anxious that should I have the ill-luck to fall into
their hands, they may not along with me obtain any of our own modern
weapons of warfare.

8.

(not/fight)

is not fighting

You ______________ your affections on her when they might be much
better employed elsewhere.
9.

(waste)
are wasting

I _____________________; I looked the facts squarely in the face, and
chose what I regarded as the only sensible solution.
10.

(not/complain)
am not complaining

Why, we ______________ better every minute!11. (play)'re playing

The object of his search ___________ in a corner.12. (lie)is lying

I ___________ there to shoot him!13. (go)'m going

Now, don't laugh, people ______________ at us.14. (look)are looking

What is the wickedness you _______________?15. (plot)are plotting

If I ___________________ round the field in ten minutes, you may count
me done.
16.

(not/gallop)
'm not galloping
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I __________________ him of reserve, dear fellow: his very love and
reverence for me keep him in a sort of charmed solitude.
17.

(not/accuse)
am not accusing

I _____________________ for the part I took.18. (not/apologise)am not apologising

It is the rejection he _________________.19. (celebrate)is celebrating

Still, it can't be said that he _________________ the scenery too, for
surely there is no such Claude-Lorraine glass to reflect and enhance the
beauty of a landscape as the face of a spirituelle girl.

20.

(not/enjoy)

isn't enjoying
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